My Week with the Flu!
By Rod Fraser

Older Man suffering from Flu
I report that one week ago, I came down with the
seasonal flu. Due to the interest in all-things ‘Covid’,
I thought readers might like to learn of my
experience. For those who think flu puts one at
death’s doorstop, it might be heartening to learn
how I breezed through the week, even though I am

-2now seventy-five-years-old and unvaccinated.
I chose not to get the jab, after observing they
didn’t seem to offer much in the way of protection.
To the extent they worked in the early months of the
pandemic, their efficacy waned after only a few
months. And as the virus mutated, the jabbed were
just as prone to being infected, as well as passing
the disease along to others.
As time passed, and the evidence from highly
vaxxed

countries

around

the

world

became

available, the initial premise that vaccinations (at a
minimum) would lessen the severity of the flu, or
increase your chance of surviving it, seemed
suspect.
And all this assumes there are no risks to the
vaccine, which of course, is quite untrue.
With all that clearly stated, this story is really about
my seven-day experience with the flu (Covid?), and
how I applied my experience of earlier flu seasons,
to cope with it, rather effectively.
My wife claims I had a bad case of the flu, in that
I slept off and on during the day, and for at least
twelve hours each night. While her observation is
quite accurate, I didn’t see my flu as a bad
experience at all.
I pretty much knew what to expect: Get plenty

-3of rest; drink lots of fluids and don’t overtire
yourself. The only unpleasant part happened in the
first couple of days when I found it difficult to
swallow. Eating a sandwich was difficult and even
downing a full glass of water was a little unpleasant.
But I persevered and this soon passed.
Unlike flu in the past, this one did not involve
fever, stomach ache and any unpleasant physical
symptoms. Just a general sense of tiredness which
solved itself when I napped or slept the night away.
The major thrust of the flu seemed to be its
insistence on clearing phlegm from my lungs. While
a little ghoulish, I spent my days regularly coughing
up this phlegm and depositing it in a small bowl. I
couldn’t have been more impressed with my
immune system. Rather than allow this poison to
accumulate in my lungs, I was co-opted as an
assistant to the process and kept healthy in spite of
myself.
At the back of my mind, I was quite certain that
once through this flu, I might have natural immunity
and be safe from further infection for a year or two
(maybe longer) until mutations had changed the flu
to some new unrecognisable form.
While all this was going on, my brother wrote me
from Australia telling me that he and his wife had
been down with the flu for over a week. As you will

-4see in the excerpt from his email below, it doesn’t
sound much different from my experience.
“Kathe and I are just getting over a bout of the
flu. It lasted over a week and the worst of it
for me was a raging sore throat for a couple of
days last week. Other than that, it was just

lassitude and loss of appetite. Now, on the other
side, all I want to do is sleep. I've been having a
morning nap, an afternoon nap, and a monster
sleep every night for a while now! What's not to
like?”
My brother and his wife are older, so those
concerned about the flu should take comfort. If two
elderly people (age 79 and 84) can weather this
virus without difficulty, your chances of breezing
through it are pretty good as well.
My brother and his wife aren’t jabbed, so you
might wonder if I have any personal knowledge
about vaccinated people who have caught the virus.
I do. But only one such example.
My friend Don, who is eighty-four, caught the flu
just a few weeks after his second jab. He described
it as the worse flu of his life. He didn’t elaborate and
I didn’t ask any questions. But his experience (and
mine) suggests that vaccinated and unvaccinated
alike are likely to be exposed to this flu in the
months ahead. For most of us, catching the flu will
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suffer a more severe form, like Don.
Here is a funny anecdote of my past week. It
involves cutting the back lawn while having little or
no energy to do anything, due to the flu. I have a
small electric lawnmower and there has been a lot
of

rain

this

spring.

So

not

wanting

to

get

electrocuted, I rush out to cut the lawn whenever
there is a clear day. This week had three days
without rain, so I dragged the lawnmower out of the
basement and felt I could finish the lawn without
difficulty. Not so! After ten minutes I was exhausted
and stopped to rest. After another twenty minutes,
I packed it in and decided to finish the lawn the next
day.
Normally I can finish this lawn in one go,
although I am often a little tired when finished. This
time it took two days, with a couple of naps and rest
breaks in between. Still, I kept at it, thinking it was
good for me to push myself to get the exercise. I’m
glad I did.
I haven’t spoken about the mortality aspects of the
flu in this short article, but it’s worth noting that the
average person who dies from the flu is over 80,
often with two or more co-morbidities. It a is disease
mostly fatal to those at the end of a very long life.
Younger people have little to fear from this flu

-6and even people my age, if in reasonably good
health, will weather it just fine.
But for those older people who do die with the
flu, here are a few thoughts of a doctor friend of
mine from years ago.
“Flu is often the old man’s friend”, he said. “No
one wishes to die, although it is inevitable for us
all. Maybe it’s better for the flu to carry older
people away with a quick, painless death, rather
than leaving them to linger for a few weeks,
uncomfortable and in pain, as nature takes its
course.”
Something to think about.
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